
Attempts to gain clarity
Pleasant and polite
Excitement and fear
Avoidance of conflict

The team assembles 
and responsibilities 

are assigned

The 5 Stages of Team Development
Bruce Tuckman's Five Stages of Team Development outlines the evolution that teams naturally experience 
and highlights intentional behaviors that are needed for teams to advance into a high functioning team. 

Forming

#1

    The team begins     
to harmoniously 

work together

Norming

#3

The team operates at
a high level of 
performance

Performing

#4

The team disbands 
after completing 

their goal

Adjourning

#5

The team experiences 
stress, discomfort, 

frustration, and chaos

Storming

#2

"You must work through the storm, before you perform."
-Dr. Angela Dash, KPSOM Ombuds-

Office of the Ombuds
Ombuds-KPSOM@kp.org
626-261-2694

What to expect:

How a team advances:

Establish structure and base 
level expectations
Agree on common goals
Be intentional in getting to 
know one another
Relinquish discomfort with 
possible conflict

What to expect:

Issues of power and control 
Disagreement with decisions 
and leadership are expressed
Interpersonal conflict

How a team advances:

Develop conflict management 
competencies
Agree on constructive conflict 
management strategies
Practice open dialogue
Clarify team's purpose
Affirm team members

What to expect:

How a team advances:

What to expect:

How a team maintains:

What to expect:

How a team concludes:

Learning to trust one another
Healthy debate about ideas
Agreement on processes and 
procedures 

Members show they genuinely 
care about one another
Roles are clearer
Workflows are organized

Sadness 
Slowing down of momentum
Reflective
Shared humor

Celebrate accomplishments
Acknowledge contributions
Create opportunities for 
personal goodbyes
Normalize grief
Reflect on learning that can 
be carried forward

Continue to share leadership
Assess change efforts
Give and receive feedback
Allow for independence while 
also holding one another and 
the team accountable 
Focus on team's purpose

Continue to relinquish 
discomfort with conflict
Develop a process for making 
decisions within the team
Share leadership
Embrace change 
Commit to decisions
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